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ABSTRACT AND INTRODUCTION

As space direct current (dc) power systems continue to grow

in size, switching power converters are playing an ever larger role

in power conditioning and control. When designing a large dc sys-

tem using power converters of this type, special attention must be

placed on the electrical stability of the system and of the individual

loads on the system. In the design of the electric power system

(EPS) of the International Space Station (ISS), the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration (NASA) and its contractor team

led by Boeing Defense & Space Group has placed a great deal of

emphasis on designing for system and load stability. To achieve

this goal, the team has expended considerable effort deriving a clear

concept on defining system stability in both a general sense and

specifically with respect to the space station. The ISS power system

presents numerous challenges with respect to system stability, such

as high power, complex sources and undefined loads. To complicate

these issues, source and load components have been designed in

parallel by three major subcontractors (Boeing, Rocketdyne, and

McDonnell Douglas) with interfaces to both sources and loads be-

ing designed in different countries (Russia, Japan, Canada, Europe,

etc.). These issues, coupled with the program goal of limiting costs,

have proven a significant challenge to the program. As a result, the

program has derived an impedance specification approach for sys-

tem stability. This approach is based on the significant relationship

between source and load impedances and the effect of this relation-

ship on system stability. This approach is limited in its applicability

by the theoretical and practical limits on component designs as pre-

sented by each system segment. As a result, the overall approach

to system stability implemented by the ISS program consists of spe-

cific hardware requirements coupled with extensive system analysis

and hardware testing. Following this approach, the ISS program

plans to begin construction of the world's largest orbiting power

system in 1997.

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM DESIGN

Large distributed dc power systems have been used in a variety

of applications such as spacecraft power systems (Lee et al. 1988),

telecommunications (Yotsumoto 1988), terrestrial computer sys-

tems, and medical electronics. These systems use multiple dc-to-dc

converters to supply needed power levels at different voltages. Dis-

tributed power systems offer many benefits to system designers

over central power systems such as reduced weight and size. Distri-

buted systems also allow the designers to control the quality of pow-

er at different loads and subsystems, since dc-to--dc converters al-

low close regulation of output voltage under wide variations of

input voltages and loads. Distributed power systems also provide

a high degree of reliability because of isolation provided by dc-to--

dc converters; it is very easy to isolate system failures and provide

redundancy. These systems are also very flexible and easily

expanded.

The ISS power system is a specific case of this kind of dis-

tributed system. It is a channelized, load following, dc network of

solar arrays, batteries, power converters, switches and cables which

route current to all user loads on the station. The completed architec-

ture consists of both the 120-V American and 28-V Russian electri-

cal networks, which are capable of exchanging power through dedi-

cated isolating converters (the American-to-Russian Converter

Units [ARCUs] and Russian-to-American Converter Units [RA-

CUs]). The details of the architecture and the function of the specific

hardware types have been published earlier, and from its earliest

inception provided a basis for the program approach to ensure inter-

active system stability (Gholdston et al. 1996). The portion of the

system from the arrays and batteries to the 6.25-kW dc-to--dc



converterunits(DDCUs) isregulatedat 160 V nominal,and isdes-

ignated the "primary"system. The DDCUs stepthe power down

to more tightly regulated 120--V individual networks denoted the

"secondary" systems. Figure 1 (a top-level representation of the

U.S.-built power system) shows a general branching network from

a DDCU, through banks of computer-controlled switchgear (de-

noted remote power controllers [RPCs]), down to the various load

converters. A key factor towards a stable design and operation on

the station program is that the secondary systems must be flexible

enough to accommodate a wide variety of cable lengths and loads,

many of which will be scientific payloads that will not be attached

to the power system until several years after the station begins

operation.

For a power system of this size and complexity, it is not feasible

to design the entire system as a whole. Instead, the system can be

defined in terms of several smaller blocks, and each block then

designed individually. The individual blocks are then integrated to

form a complete system. For ISS networks that include international

partner segments, such as the laboratory modules built by the Euro-

pean and Japanese Space Agencies, and the Russian modules, as

well as the payload subsystems, all are designed independent of

each other. In general, even though the subnetworks are well de-
signed, stability can be an issue after system integration if imped-

ance characteristics are not accounted forin the total design. Other-

wise, the potential exists that different subsections may interfere

with each other because of LC resonances and/or the input imped-

ance characteristics of the switching de-to--de converters. This may

result in poor power quality and, in extreme cases, system instabili-

ty. Consequently, on the space station, it was considered extremely
PV
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important to develop proper interface requirements for the subsec-
tions, and to further analyze and test these together under various

configurations and operating conditions, to ensure system stability
after final integration. The approach taken on the Space Station pro-

gram is based on controlling the impedance of sources and loads.

Interface Impedance Mar_n Approgfh

Practical analytical tools for design of large-scale systems that

ensure large-signal stability do not exist at this time. Hence, the

approach taken on the Space Station program is based on small-sig-
nal considerations of source and load impedances. R. D. Middle-

brook (1976) first introduced this approach when he considered the

interaction of a de-to--de converter and its input electromagnetic

interference (EMI) filter. A source impedance Zs was defined as

the output impedance of the input EMI filter. The load impedance

ZL was defined as the input impedance of the switching regulator.

Conditions for stability and performance of the interconnected sys-

tern were then derived. The same concept can be extended and ap-

plied to the integration of various subsections of a large dc power
system. Various parts of the system are broken into source and load

blocks and source impedance ZS and load impedance ZL are defined
for each interface. Figure 2 shows two system blocks connected

in series. The source block has an input-to--output transfer function

of "Is, and the load block has an input-to--output transfer function
of TL.

The input-to-output transfer function of the source/load com-

bination is
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FIGURE 1. SINGLE CHANNEL SYSTEM DIAGRAM OF THE SPACE STATION POWER SYSTEM



TsTL

Tst = 1 + (Zs/ZL) (Eq. 1)

where, TSL is the input-to-output transfer function of the resulting

integrated system, ZS is the output impedance of the source subsys-

tem, and ZL is the input impedance of the load subsystem. The ratio

Zs/ZL-Tm can be considered as the loop gain of the integrated sys-

tem, and can be used to determine the stability and loading effects

of the integrated system.

Subnetwork

If IZsI< IZLI for all frequencies, then a stable source and load

network assures the stability of the connected system. However in

most large distributed dc power systems such as the Space Station

power system, it is impractical to have IZs I< IZLI for all interfaces,

since this would require extremely conservative and costly designs.

One contributing factor is that paralleling load conveners can result

in very low input impedance for the aggregate load producing over-

lap between the source and load impedances across some frequency

range. When IZsl > IZLI considerable loading effects can exist. How-

ever, this does not necessarily imply a stability problem. In this case

further analysis is needed to determine system stability. In such a

case the Nyquist criterion can be applied to the loop gain, Tin. Spe-

Load
Subnetwork
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Z S ZL

FIGURE 2. TWO SERIES-CONNECTED
SUBNETWORKS
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cifically, for the system to be non--oscillatory, the plot of Tm must

not encircle the (-1,0) point in the complex plane. In general, the

closer the plot comes to the -! point the less stable it is, so it is

important to determine an acceptable amount of margin consistent

with uncertainties and variabilities in operating point and compo-

nent parameter valves within the system.

The phase and gain margins of the minor loop gain, Tm, can

be determined using a polar (Nyquist) plot. (The relationship be-

tween the Nyquist and Bode plots is shown in Figure 3).

Figure 4 (a and b) shows an example of source and load imped-

ances overlapping. In the frequency region where IZsl > IZLI, the

magnitude of the loop gain is larger than 0 dB, Figure 4c shows

the Nyquist plot of ZS/ZL, with phase margins and gain margins

ofZs/Z L identified. Since ZS crosses ZL at two places, two different

phase margins are defined as

PM1 - 180°-Z(TL)

and PM2 = L (TL) - 180 ° (Eq. 2)

The phase margins give a measure of stability as well as the general

performance of the system. The bus impedance, which determines

the quality of the distribution bus, is defined as the parallel com-

bination of ZS and ZL-

Zbus = Zs I[ ZL = Zs
1 + Zs/ZL

zs[1 ]zs (Eq. 3)

Thus, the bus impedance is always equal to the source imped-

ance times the factor ( 1/1 +Tm). The bus impedance exhibits a peak-

ing when impedance overlap occurs. This peaking happens at the
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FIGURE 3. COMPARISON OF NYQUIST AND BODE PLOTS
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frequency of overlap and is a function of the phase margin. This

is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows the result of the vector addi-

tion of the two impedances.

When the phase margin is small then the factor is less than one

and the value of Ztms peaks up at the intersection point. Above

60 deg of phase margin the value is less than one, and there is no

peaking at all. At 30 deg the amount of peaking is still less than

6 dB, but for phase margins below 30 deg the resonant peak be-

comes more significant and the associated ringing and bus perfor-

mance degradation becomes more noticeable. This sets a reasonable

lower bound on the desired phase margins in the system, and is

the basis for the requirement established on the space station. In

,m.1 I.1__L I 1 +Zs/Z L

_ (1z.l__
Re

(1/_ 0) Re (1/_ 0)

Im = imaginary
Re = Real 7225-5

FIGURE 5. BUS PEAKING FOR LARGE AND

SMALL MARGINS

the primary system, where the converter designs are controlled by
a single contractor, the impedances were specified to achieve better

than 45 (leg of phase margin at key interfaces. In the secondary

systems, with wider variability of architectures and loads, a mini-

mum of 30 deg of phase margin is required at the output terminals
of the DDCUs.

Correspondingly, in addition to the phase margin, a gain margin
also needs to be specified to provide a second buffer near the -!

point on the Nyquist plot. The necessary amount of gain margin

(defined when the bus impedance phase is -180 deg, as shown in

Fig. 4c) will be a function of the variability of the system, and uncer-

tainties in the hardware parameters over life. For Space Station,

based on test and modeling data that were generated by the main

contractors of space station hardware, a gain margin of 3 dB was

specified.

System Resonances

Besides the resonant peaks that can form at source/load imped-

ance crossover points, other resonances can exist in the system. If

the system is to be robustly stable (stable under expected perturba-

tions of the system parameters), then these resonances should be

minimized to avoid system ringing under excitations at the resonant

frequency. Consequently input filters, bus filters, and source con-

verter output filters should be properly damped. To this end the ISS

Power Quality specification contains recommendations that input

filter quality factors (Q) be below 3.0. Interactions between paral-
leled load converters can also introduce such resonances and the

system must be analyzed carefully to verify that such undesirable

conditions do not exist. For the space station, the assembly sequence

will span more than 40 launches, so the overall architecture will

be constantly changing over the build-up phase on orbit, requiring

corresponding stage-by-stage analysis.

Phase and Gain Margins at Key Interfaces

The next step in establishing a complete set of interface require-

ments for sources and loads requires some understanding of other
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FIGURE 6. A NYQUIST DIAGRAM SHOWING THE FORBIDDEN ZONE DEFINED BY PHASE AND GAIN MARGINS OF

30 deg AND 3 dB, AND A SAMPLE CORRESPONDING BODE PLOT LOAD PHASE REQUIREMENT

design constraints. This includes factors such as EMI requirements

(which drive filter designs), orbital replacement unit (ORU) effi-

ciency, cable characteristics, inrush, and ripple requirements. On

Space Station, these factors were taken into account to establish

explicit input and output impedance requirements on all primary

system ORUs. In the secondary system, the output impedance of

the DDCUs have been specified such that the desired bus imped-

ance margins (3 dB and 30 (leg) would be met at the DDCU output

ports with any combination of reasonable, expected loads. There-

fore, to avoid unnecessary cost impacts, no explicit load impedance

requirements were placed on the load converters in the secondary

system; the output impedance requirements placed on the DDCU

were intended to accommodate a very wide range of possible de-

signs. (Also, additional specific guidelines for the design of load

converters are contained in an appendix to the program-wide Power

Quality Specification.)

work which is intended to impose impedance requirements on fu-

ture loads, based on this more--explicit forbidden zone approach.

The approach is applied as follows: given the designed source im-

pedance of the source converter (the DDCU for the Space Station),

the forbidden region on the Nyquist plot can be transformed into

load impedance magnitude and phase specifications on a Bode plot.

The magnitude of the source impedance is first plotted. This defines

the lower boundary for which there will be no interaction with the

load impedance magnitude; this is an intrinsically stable case. Ho-

wever, if there is cross-over (as illustrated in Fig. 4b), then a phase

requirement can be applied over the entire overlap region. To obtain

it, the source phase requirement is graphed on a Bode plot, and then

the desired phase margin is applied. Only those regions of this phase

plot that preserve the desired margin are allowed, and become the

phase specification for the load converter (or aggregate load subsys-

tem).

LOAD IMPEDANCE SPECIFICATION ANALYSIS AND TEST APPROACH FOR LARGE SIGNAL
STABILITY

Phase and gain margins are each defined at only a single fre-

quency (determined on the Nyquist diagram by the bus impedance

intercept points on the unit circle and negative x-axis, respectively)

and does not specifically guarantee good margin between the cross-

over points. But as shown in Figure 6, the combination of specified

phase and gain margins allows a forbidden zone to be defined in

the complex plane that applies to all frequencies where impedance

overlap occurs. This provides a complete small signal stability crite-

rion since it absolutely ensures that the -I point will not be en-

circled.

This forbidden zone approach works because it allows the

placement of absolute phase requirements on loads. The resulting

combination of source and load requirements more rigorously en-

sures proper margins in the system, contributes to good bus perfor-

mance, and prevents the system from being conditionally stable.

An updated edition of the ISS Power Quality Specification is in

These impedance requirements govern small signal (steady-

state) stability of the integrated system, but do not guarantee large

signal (transient) stability for the entire EPS. So, for large signal

stability, it is important to explicitly include two other techniques

in designing and building a dc power system. Computer analysis

and hardware testing form the other legs of a stability triad which

should always be applied to the development of a complex system.

As mentioned previously, this is being employed on the ISS pro-

gram. Computer models are being developed along with the hard-

ware designs for both source and load converters as well as for the

cables and switchgear. These computer models are being exercised

extensively to predict transient and nonlinear characteristics of the

system, as well as potential interactions between loads. Figure 7

shows an example of a model of a secondary network on the space

station showing the aggregate load impedance of multiple loads be-

ing fed from a single DDCU. Light and heavy loading cases are

shown, both as a Bode plot with crossover points, and as a Nyquist

5
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FIGURE 7. SECONDARY NETWORK MODEL
SHOWING AGGREGATE LOAD IMPEDANCE

plot of Zs/ZL. Additionally, the transient bus response to step loads

is also shown indicating rapid system recovery and good damping

characteristics.

It is expected that the extensive hardware testing and analysis

activities planned by the program will identify any EPS scenarios

which degrade power quality or pose problems to system stability.

Then the loads, or combination of loads, which are involved can

be specifically addressed. To address large signal stability of the

ISS power system, transient stability test requirements for loads and

sources have been developed. These requirements include various

large signal tests for sources that included line and load changes

under various bus voltages and loading scenarios. The loads are

also required to maintain stability under line and load step changes.

Actual laboratory testing of prototype and engineering model hard-

ware has been an increasingly active part of the program as more

and more hardware becomes available. Already, versions of all the

primary system hardware have been tested together, and representa-

tive system testing for the secondaries has started. Because the ISS

will always be changing over the lifetime of the station, all three

phases of the stability triad will be continuously applied as new pay-

loads are flown, and as core system hardware is upgraded.

SUMMARY

A stability approach has been developed for the International

Space Station, which is applicable to any large dc power system•

It is based on establishing a set of phase and gain requirements at

key subsystem interface points throughout the system, which pro-

vide good confidence that the system will be stable under small sig-

nal conditions, with reasonable performance margin. To address

transient behavior, and interactions between loads, two additional

stages are key in providing a stable system in flight: computer mod-

eling and hardware verification testing. This three-pronged ap-

proach will catch any problems as early as possible and yet provides

a practical and viable technique to ensure a robust and stable power

system•
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